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ABSTRACT: [M−Al4−X] LDHs (M = divalent metal and X =
anion) are a class of aluminum-rich layered double hydroxides
synthesized from both the gibbsite and bayerite polymorphs of
Al(OH)3. Henceforth, “g” and “b” are used to indicate gibbsite and
bayerite. Despite the differences in the stacking arrangement of the
hydroxyl layers in the precursor polymorphs, [M−Al4−X] LDHs
whether synthesized from gibbsite or bayerite were seen to be
structurally the same. In this work, we report the first ever synthesis
of [M−Al4−X] LDHs (M = Zn, Ni, and Co and X = NO3

− and
SO4

2−) from nordstrandite, which is yet another polymorph of
Al(OH)3. Hereafter, “n” represents the nordstrandite precursor.
We report that n-[M−Al4−X] LDHs do not differ structurally from
those prepared from gibbsite and bayerite. We also report the structural refinement of n-[Co−Al4−X] LDHs, where X = NO3

− and
SO4

2−. This work is also significant as it gives for the very first time the refined structure of a [Co−Al4−NO3] LDH, though there are
earlier reports on the synthesis of this LDH from both gibbsite and bayerite. The NO3

− ion in the interlayer makes an angle of ∼48°
with the plane of the metal hydroxide layer, and its symmetry reduces from D3h to C2v. Similarly, the change in the symmetry of the
SO4

2− ion in the interlayer is from Td to C3v.

■ INTRODUCTION
The polymorphs of aluminum hydroxide are obtained by
stacking aluminum hydroxide layers one above the other using
different stacking vectors. Each layer consists of a close packing
of hydroxyl ions with two-third of the octahedral sites occupied
by Al3+ ions and the other one-third being vacant, represented
as [Al2□(OH)6] (□: cation vacancy). Imbibition of Li+ ions
into the vacant sites introduces a positive charge on the layers
to compensate which anions and water molecules occupy the
interlayer region.1 This structure is represented as [LiA-
l2(OH)6] [An−]1/n·xH2O (An− = Cl−, Br−, CO3

2−, NO3
−,

SO4
2−, and ClO4

−). This class of LDHs are the [Li−Al]
LDHs.2−9 Instead of the monovalent Li+ if divalent metal ions
M(II) (M = Zn, Ni, and Co) are introduced into the cation
vacancies, by virtue of the difference in charge of the imbibed
cations, only half of the octahedral vacancies will be occupied.
A different class of LDHs is produced with layer composition
[M0.5□0.5Al2(OH)6]+.

10−12 The general formula of these
LDHs is [M(II)Al4(OH)12](An−)2/n·yH2O, henceforth referred
to as [M−Al4−X]. This class of LDHs have been synthesized
from both gibbsite and bayerite, but there is no report on their
synthesis from nordstrandite. Britto and Kamath have
proposed a dissolution and reprecipitation mechanism for
their formation.13 Hereinafter, we use g- to indicate the
gibbsite precursor, b- to indicate the bayerite precursor, and n-
to indicate the nordstrandite precursor.

The mineral equivalent of [M−Al4−X] is nickel alumite
[NiAl4(OH)12]SO4·3H2O. Uvarova et al. have refined this
structure as monoclinic belonging to the space group P121/n.

14

Fogg and co-workers first reported the synthesis of g-[M−
Al4−X] (M = Zn, Cu, Ni, and Co and X = NO3

−).10 Chitrakar
et al. carried out anion-exchange studies of g-[Mg−Al4−Cl]
with Br−, H2PO4

−, CO3
2−· NO3

−, BrO3
−, and SO4

2−.15 William
and co-workers have explored the intercalation of organic
carbonates and sulfonates in g-[M−Al4−NO3] (M = Zn, Cu,
Ni, and Co) and orientation of anions with respect to the
metal hydroxide layers.12 William and O’Hare have refined the
structure of g-[Zn−Al4−NO3] in the P121/c space group.16

The same group has synthesized a poorly ordered [Ni−Al4−
SO4] from gibbsite but were unsuccessful in synthesizing [Co−
Al4−SO4].

12 Rees et al. report g-[M−Al4−Cl], where M = Co
and Ni.17 Pachayappan and co-workers have refined the
structure of g-[Ni−Al4−NO3] to a P121/n1 space group.18

They observe a monoclinic to orthorhombic transformation of
g-[Zn−Al4−NO3] at 160 °C without much change in the d-
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spacing.18 Szabados et al. in a recent work report the synthesis
of [Cu−Al4−X] LDHs (X = NO3

− and ClO4
−) starting from

gibbsite.19

Britto and Kamath refined the structures of b-[Zn−Al4−X]
(X = SO4

2− and NO3
−) with a P121/n1 space group.13 They

also report a high chromate sorption capacity for b-[Zn−Al4−
NO3].

20 Jensen et al. report the optimum conditions for the
synthesis of phase pure b-[Zn−Al4−SO4].

21 Pushparaj et al.
synthesized [Zn−Al4−SO4] and refined the structure using the
P121/n space group.22 Anderson et al. in a 2021 work reports
the synthesis and thermal studies of b-[M−Al4−SO4] (M =
Zn, Cu, Ni, and Co).23 Though they report the Rietveld
refinement of these LDHs, their reported χ2 value ranging from
1800 to 18,700 seem unrealistic according to Brain H Toby.24

All reported refinements of [M−Al4−X] synthesized from
both gibbsite and bayerite show these LDHs to have a
monoclinic structure.

In this work, we have attempted the synthesis of [M−Al4−
X], where M = Zn, Ni, and Co and X = NO3

− and SO4
2−, from

nordstrandite to address the following questions.
(i). Will the use of nordstrandite as a precursor yield [M−

Al4−X] LDHs which are structurally different from those
of gibbsite and bayerite?

(ii). Can we obtain from nordstrandite [M−Al4−X] LDHs
which have not been synthesized from gibbsite and
bayerite?

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Part I. This part deals with [M−Al4−X], where M = Zn and Ni
and X = NO3

− and SO4
2− from nordstrandite to address the

question (i) asked earlier.
All the prepared LDHs except [Ni−Al4−SO4] were ordered

as can be seen by their powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
patterns (Figures S1 and S2). Though [Ni−Al4−SO4] is poorly
ordered, its cell parameters calculated from the PXRD pattern
are a good match with the reported values of the mineral nickel
alumite.14 The PXRD patterns of [Zn−Al4−X], X = NO3

− and
SO4

2−, were compared with the reported patterns of the
corresponding LDHs from both gibbsite and bayerite (Table
S1) and a good match was found.13,18,20

Williams et al. have reported the synthesis of a poorly
ordered g-[Ni−Al4−SO4].

12 [Ni−Al4−SO4] obtained by us
from nordstrandite is also poorly ordered (Figure S2). We
were not successful in optimizing the conditions to obtain
crystalline [Ni−Al4−SO4] LDH.
Part II. This part deals with the synthesis of [Co−Al4−

NO3] and [Co−Al4−SO4] LDHs from nordstrandite and
henceforth represented as [CAN] and [CAS] LDHs,
respectively.

There is no report on the synthesis of [CAS] from gibbsite.
However, while writing this paper, Anderson and group
reported on the synthesis of [CAS] from bayerite. Though
[CAN] is reported to crystallize in a two-layer monoclinic
structure, the Rietveld refinement was not performed.13 In this
work, we report the refinement of [CAN] and [CAS] LDHs.
[CAN] LDH. The PXRD pattern of [CAN] LDH consists

of two basal reflections at 2θ 10.27 and 20.69° (Figure S3).
The PXRD pattern was indexed to a two-layer cell of
monoclinic symmetry, and the refined cell parameters obtained
are a = 10.2917 Å, b = 8.9200 Å, c = 17.2558 Å, and β = 95.51°
(Table 1). The FTIR spectra confirmed the intercalation of the
NO3

− ion. A free nitrate ion always exists in the D3h symmetry

in the ionic solution, which would show two active modes of
vibrations. In the case of monodentate and bidentate nitrate
ions, the symmetry reduces to either C2v or Cs, and the number
of vibrational modes increase. The reduced symmetry of the
NO3

− ion is indicated by the splitting of the ν3 vibration mode
at 1401 and 1364 cm−1 and the other bands at 962, 848, 716,
and 590 cm−1 (Figure 1). All the six vibrational frequencies
suggest that the symmetry of the NO3

− ion reduces from D3h
to C2v.

18,25−29

The Al3+ and Co2+ content obtained from energy-dispersive
X-ray analysis (EDAX) gave an Al/Co ratio of ∼3.5 pointing to
the presence of excess cobalt in the synthesized sample (Figure
S4). The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) gives information
about the mass loss with an increase in temperature. In typical
LDH materials, mass loss below 100 °C corresponds to the
adsorbed water molecules, 100−200 °C corresponds to an
intercalated water molecule, and above 200 °C till 450−500
°C, the mass loss corresponds to the dehydroxylation (metal
hydroxide layer collapse), and further heating to higher
temperature leads to de-anation and convert them to
spinels.30,31 TGA shows an overall mass loss of 43.71% at
950 °C (Figure 2). The residue is mapped to the formula
0.6CoO + 1.025Al2O3. The first step mass loss of 8%
corresponds to ∼1.3 moles. Hence, the approximate formula

Table 1. Observed 2θ Values [°] and the Corresponding hkl
Indices of [CAN] LDH

[CAN] LDH

a = 10.2917 Å, b = 8.9200 Å, c = 17.2558 Å, α = γ = 90.0°, β = 95.51°
FM value = 3.922, De Wolff’s Mn value = 4.920

2θ [deg] hkl

10.28 002
18.54 201
19.30 −202
20.69 004
22.43 022
24.30 −213
26.42 213
27.86 −222
29.00 −312
30.53 031
31.63 −106
32.86 016
33.96 033
35.49 133
39.09 126
40.50 −421
41.13 −422
42.83 404
45.07 501
50.20 −523
55.80 054
58.89 351
62.46 060
63.47 −451
66.57 064
68.83 065
71.40 455
73.95 732
76.27 −556
78.12 −653
80.39 −466
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of the LDH can be written as [Co0.6Al2.05(OH)6](NO3)0.55·
1.3H2O (Table 2).

[CAS] LDH. The first two basal reflections of [CAS] LDH
appear at 2θ 10.34 and 20.79° in the PXRD pattern (Figure
S5). The pattern was indexed to a two-layer monoclinic cell,
and the refined lattice parameters are a = 10.3364 Å, b =
8.9179 Å, c = 17.1953 Å, and β = 95.65° (Table 3). The
intercalation of the SO4

2− ion is confirmed by FTIR spectra. In
solution, the SO4

2− ion exists in a tetrahedral symmetry and
would show two active modes of vibration (ν3 and ν4). In the
monodentate SO4

2− ion, the symmetry reduces to C3v, the
number of vibrational modes increase (ν1, ν2, ν3, and ν4), and
also ν3 and ν4 split into two modes. In the case of a bidentate

SO4
2− ion, the symmetry reduces to C2v, the number of

vibrational modes increase (ν1, ν2, ν3, and ν4), and also ν3 and
ν4 split into three modes. A sharp band at 1098 cm−1 and a
shoulder at 1080 cm−1 corresponding to SO4

2− are observed.
The other vibrational modes are shrouded by lattice vibrations
(Figure 1).13,32,33

The ratio of the metal ions Al/Co in the sample is 4.44 as
obtained from EDAX (Figure S6). TGA shows an overall mass
loss of 45.23%. The mass of the residue is attributed to
0.54CoO + 1.2Al2O3, and the first step mass loss of 12.67%
corresponds to ∼2.7 moles of H2O (Figure 2). The
approximate formula is written as [Co0.54Al2.4(OH)6]-
(SO4)0.57·2.7H2O (Table 2). This formula indicates a higher
water content compared to other reported LDHs of this
class.11−23

Structure Refinement of [CAN] LDH. The cell
parameters and space group obtained from indexing were
validated by performing a Le Bail fit in the space group P121/
n1 in code FOX.34 All the Bragg reflections were produced
with satisfactory R values (Rwp = 3.45 and Rp = 3.74). The
partial structure model of the metal hydroxide layer borrowed
from the reported structure of the [Ni−Al4−NO3] LDH was
then given as the input in code FOX. A Monte Carlo approach
was used to identify the position of anions and water molecules

Figure 1. IR spectra of (a) [CAN] LDH. (b) [CAS] LDH.

Figure 2. TGA of (a) [CAN] LDH. (b) [CAS] LDH.

Table 2. Compositional Analysis of [CAN] and [CAS]
LDHs

sample
Al/Co
ratio

An−/Co
ratio

overall mass loss
from TGA (%)

approximate
composition of the

sample

[CAN]
LDH

3.5 0.92 43.71 [Co0.6Al2.05(OH)6]
(NO3)0.55·1.3H2O

[CAS]
LDH

4.44 1.06 45.23 [Co0.54Al2.4(OH)6]
(SO4)0.57·2.7H2O
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after introducing them into the interlayer region. They were
allowed to freely translate and rotate in the interlayer.
Refinement showed two water molecules with the anions
and water molecules midway between the layers. The nitrate
ions make an angle of ∼48° with the metal hydroxide layer. At
last, the coordinates of the metal hydroxide layer were refined,
which yielded unacceptable Co−O bond lengths and O−Co−
O bond angles; hence, coordinates of the metal hydroxide layer
were retained as such. At this stage, the Rwp and Rp values were
8.94 and 9.66 with a good match between the observed and
computed patterns. This structure was transferred to the
FULLPROF suite to complete the refinement in reciprocal
space.35 The Rietveld fit of the PXRD pattern of the [CAN]
LDH and refined structure (CCDC no. 2164867) are given in
Figures 3 and 4. The refined parameters, atomic coordinates,

refined bond distances, and angles are given in Tables 4, S2,
and S4.

Table 3. Observed 2θ Values [°] and the Corresponding hkl
Indices of [CAS] LDH

[CAS] LDH

a = 10.3364 Å, b = 8.9179 Å, c = 17.1953 Å, α = γ = 90.0°, β = 95.65°
FM value = 5.3630, De Wolff’s Mn value = 4.0766

2θ [deg] hkl

10.33 002
11.17 011
13.14 −110
13.80 −111
14.46 111
16.21 −112
17.30 112
18.44 013
19.22 −202
20.79 004
21.10 113
22.48 022
23.90 −114
24.23 −213
25.38 −204
26.63 −221
27.92 015
29.11 222
32.74 −224
34.02 −206
35.54 133
37.52 402
38.33 −413
39.17 126
40.60 −135
41.41 −140
43.03 142
45.27 510
48.97 −522
50.22 244
53.08 245
58.91 −535
59.95 −353
62.38 −543
63.52 062
66.62 064
69.12 −640
73.94 −462
76.25 172
80.38 735

Figure 3. Rietveld fit of the PXRD pattern of the [CAN] LDH.

Figure 4. Refined structure of the [CAN] LDH viewed (a) along the
b-crystallographic axis. (b) Along the c-crystallographic axis.

Table 4. Results of Rietveld Refinement of the [CAN] LDH
and [CAS] LDH

[CAN] LDH [CAS] LDH

formula unit [CoAl4(OH)12](NO3)·
2H2O

[CoAl4(OH)12](SO4)·
4H2O

crystal system monoclinic monoclinic
space group P121/n1 P121/n1
a (Å) 10.3159(12) 10.3172(6)
b (Å) 8.9171(9) 8.9210(5)
c (Å) 17.2184(8) 17.1861(5)
α (deg) 90 90
β (deg) 95.21(8) 96.02(4)
γ (deg) 90 90
volume (Å3) 1577.30(3) 1573.09(13)
parameters
refined

16 17

Rwp 5.86 5.73
Rp 4.01 4.20
Rexp 1.38 1.55
RF 5.81 6.26
χ2 18.1 13.8
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Structure of the [CAS] LDH. A Le Bail fit in the space
group P121/n1 in code FOX matched all Bragg reflections in
the PXRD pattern (Rwp = 3.0 and Rp = 3.31). The input file in
code FOX for the partial structure model of the metal
hydroxide layers was the reported structure of the [Ni−Al4−
NO3] LDH.18 After introducing the anions and water
molecules in the interlayer region, a Monte Carlo approach
was used to locate their positions by allowing them to move
freely in the interlayer. The position and occupancy of the inter
layer species were refined. Anions and water molecules took
positions equidistant to the layers. A good match between the
observed and computed patterns was obtained (Rwp = 8.86 and
Rp = 9.63). The refinement carried out in FOX was in direct
space. To complete the refinement in reciprocal space, the
structure model was taken to the FULLPROF suite.35 The final
R-values obtained were 5.73 and 4.20. In the refined structure,
one of the four S−O bonds (S−O14) is 1.4979 Å, while the
other three S−O bonds have become shorter (1.43−1.44 Å).
This causes a reduction in the symmetry of the sulfate ion from
Td to C3v. Hydrogen bonding between sulfate oxygens and
layers is stronger than hydrogen bonding to the water
molecules (Table S5). The Rietveld fit of the [CAS] LDH
and the refined structure are given in Figures 5 and 6, and the
results of Rietveld refinement are given in Tables 4, S3, and S5.

Dehydration−Rehydration Studies on the [CAN]
LDH. The in situ high-temperature phase at 170 °C was

indexed to a cell of orthorhombic symmetry (Figure 7 and
Table 5). The PXRD pattern matched the reported structure

of the g-[Zn−Al4−NO3] dehydrate (Table 6).18 We conclude
that both g and n-[M−Al4−X] LDHs yield an orthorhombic
polytype on dehydration.

Gibbsite, bayerite, and nordstrandite differ in the stacking
arrangement of their aluminum hydroxide layers. Gibbsite is a
two-layer polytype with a layer stacking arrangement PP̅P,
where P̅ is the mirror image of P. Both bayerite and
nordstrandite have a PPP layer stacking with a slight
translation of the layers in nordstrandite. Gibbsite has a two-
layer monoclinic structure, whereas bayerite has a single-layer
monoclinic structure. Nordstrandite alone is triclinic with a
one-layer structure. Despite the differences in the crystal

Figure 5. Rietveld fit of the PXRD pattern of the [CAS] LDH.

Figure 6. Refined structure of the [CAS] LDH viewed (a) along the
b-crystallographic axis and (b) along the c-crystallographic axis.

Figure 7. PXRD pattern of [CAN] (DH) LDH.

Table 5. Observed 2θ Values [°] and the Corresponding hkl
Indices of the [CAN] (DH) LDH

[CAN] (DH) LDH

a = 5.0925 Å, b = 8.9585 Å, c = 16.5218 Å, α = β = γ = 90°
FM value = 4.9298, De Wolff’s Mn value = 7.3255

2θ [deg] hkl

10.7 002
11.23 011
18.18 101
19.83 020
21.48 004
22.58 022
27.00 005
28.80 015
31.14 123
34.87 130
36.52 132
40.66 041
41.27 134
44.54 141
48.28 232
57.24 243
62.45 061
63.51 250
66.60 064
67.61 2010
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symmetry of the precursor, all [M−Al4−X] LDHs irrespective
of the precursor have similar PXRD patterns. While this has
already been reported in the case for [M−Al4] LDHs from
gibbsite and bayerite, in this work, we report that nordstrandite
too does not give a new series of [M−Al4−X] LDHs. This
confirms the mechanism of formation of these LDHs to be
dissolution and reprecipitation as proposed by Britto and
Kamath.13

Refinement of [CAN] and [CAS] LDHs place them in a
P121/n1 space group. Dehydration of the [CAN] LDH caused
a change in polytype from monoclinic to orthorhombic. These
results are in keeping with earlier reports on g-[Zn−Al4−
NO3].

18 We conclude that the dehydration behavior of this

class of LDHs is the same irrespective of the precursor used for
the as-prepared LDH. This is in contrast to the behavior of the
[Li−Al−X] LDHs.2−7,36

William et al. have reported that attempts to synthesize
ordered [CAN] and [CAS] LDHs from gibbsite proved
unsuccessful.12 Britto and Kamath report that they were unable
to synthesize the [CAS] LDH from bayerite.13 However,
Anderson et al. have successfully prepared CAS from bayerite.
However, the synthesis reported by Anderson involves a 14
day hydrothermal synthesis at 120° C. The successful synthesis
of both [Co−Al4−NO3] and [Co−Al4−SO4] from nordstran-
dite point toward the metastable nature of nordstrandite. In an
earlier work, Venkataraman and Pachayappan have reported
that the C1 symmetry of the nordstrandite interlayer renders it
metastable.37 We propose that it is this metastable nature of
nordstrandite that allows its facile conversion to [M−Al4−X]
LDHs.

A difference in morphology between the precursor
nordstrandite (triclinic) and LDH (monoclinic) is evident in
their SEM micrographs (Figure 8). The SEM image of
nordstrandite (Figure 8a) is strikingly similar to that of triclinic
AlPO4.

38 The SEM micrograph of [CAS] (Figure 8d,e) reveals

Table 6. Cell Parameters and 2θ Positions of Basal
Reflections of High-Temperature Phases of [M-Al4] LDHs

sample cell parameters
2θ positions of 002, 004

reflections

g-[Zn−Al4−NO3]15
(DH)

a = 5.16 Å, b = 8.97 Å,
c = 16.56 Å

10.7, 21.5

[CAN] (DH) a = 5.09 Å, b = 8.96 Å,
c = 16.52 Å

10.7, 21.5

Figure 8. SEM micrograph images of (a) nordstrandite. (b) and (c) [CAN] LDH. (d) and (e) [CAS] LDH.
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the typical monoclinic morphology (rod like morphology).
Though the morphology of [CAN] (Figure 8b,c) looks
different from [CAS], there are regions where they appear
the same.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Imbibition of divalent metal ions into the cation vacancies of
nordstrandite yield LDHs, which are similar to those formed
from the other polymorphs of Al(OH)3, namely, gibbsite and
bayerite. This confirms a dissolution reprecipitation mecha-
nism of formation reported in earlier work. The successful
synthesis of phase pure [CAS] and [CAN] LDHs from
nordstrandite implies that it is the metastable nature of
nordstrandite that favors its facile conversion into an LDH.
This opens up possibilities for the use of nordstrandite as a
precursor for the synthesis of a variety of LDHs. The
dehydrated phases of these LDHs are similar irrespective of
the precursor used to prepare the LDHs.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. Nordstrandite was synthesized by Taichi’s

procedure (Figure S7).39 Al(OH)3 gel was precipitated at
pH 8 by the addition of 25% NH3 to a 0.25 M AlCl3 solution at
a rate of 5 mL min−1 at 25 °C. The gel was thoroughly washed
with deionized water and aged in 8% ethylene diamine solution
at 40 °C for 40 h. The nordstrandite obtained was washed with
water and dried. To prepare the LDHs, 0.5 g of nordstrandite
was soaked in 10 mL of a supersaturated solutions of nitrate
and sulfate salts of Zn, Ni, and Co. The solutions ware treated
hydrothermally for 24 h in a Teflon-lined autoclave of capacity
80 mL at the following temperatures: 150 °C for Co(NO3)2,
CoSO4, Zn(NO3)2, ZnSO4 and 180 °C for Ni(NO3)2and
NiSO4. The product obtained after hydrothermal treatment
was washed with Type II water (specific resistance 15 MΩ cm,
Millipore Academic water purification system) and dried in a
hot air oven at 60 °C.13,18

Characterization. All the samples were characterized
through PXRD using a Bruker D8 ADVANCE diffractometer
(Cu-Kα radiation, Ni filter, λ = 1.5418 Å) operating in
reflection geometry (40 kV and 30 mA). An Anton Paar CHC
plus Humidity Chamber was used as an attachment for the
dehydration−rehydration studies of the [Co−Al4−NO3] LDH.
A Rigaku Smart Lab diffractometer (Cu-Kα radiation, Kβ filter,
λ = 1.5418 Å, 40 kV, 30 mA) was used for the slow scan of
both [Co−Al4−SO4] and [Co−Al4−NO3] LDHs. Code
APPLEMAN, a part of PROZKI suite of programs, was used
to index the PXRD patterns and obtain the cell parameters.40

TGA was performed to estimate the amount of intercalated
water over a temperature range of 30−900 °C at a heating rate
of 3 °C min−1 in a N2 atmosphere using a Mettler Toledo TG
(SDTA) model 851e system driven by STARe 7.01 software.
The Al3+, Co2+, and sulfate contents in the samples were
estimated through EDAX. The nitrate content was estimated
by ion chromatography (Metrohm model 861 advanced
compact ion chromatograph fitted to a Metrosep SUP5 150
column). Intercalation of anions was confirmed by IR spectra
using a Bruker Alpha-P IR spectrometer (diamond attenuated
total reflectance cell, 400−4000 cm−1, 4 cm−1 resolution).
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